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Challenges for Joint Battlespace Digitization (JBD)

S. Hamid, I. White and C. Gibson
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Portsdown, Fareham, P017 5EU, ENGLAND
shamid/iwhite/cgibson@dera.gov. uk

Abstract The goal of information superiority

This paper highlights several important areas requires a whole range of technical and non-

in achieving extensive integration of military technical changes in all aspects of defence

command and control systems. The discussion capability - doctrine, command processes,
in the paper focuses on two areas where organisations, user-requirements specification,technology per se is deficient, and that must he architecture definition, technology
considered care idly against the stronger tides development and exploitation, procurement,of technology push in systems design and training and operational use.In this paper some of the challenges are
acquisition. These areas are the human factors examined and the prospects for progress
aspects of anystem design, and the challenge of reviewed. The emphasis is on the definition of

systems and their implementation in modem
1. INTRODUCTION technologies. This encompasses the definition

1.1 Background of a systems concept, an integration

Several of the NATO countries have architecture, and the ability to realise many of

proposed more integrated defence IT its elements using COTS services, systems and

infrastructures to help achieve information elements. By integration architecture is meant

superiority. It is, of course, a truism that a collection of rules, recommendations,
information superiority will give a party an process definitions and standards that apply

advantage in any conflict, and historic across all systems.

examples abound, perhaps the most famous The paper highlights in particular the

from a British perspective being the use of the issues of human factors (HF) and information

Enigma decodes during WW2 [1]. management (IM). These have been chosen

It is the nature of defence acquisition that here because there are still many unknown and

the information systems inventory will therefore significant risks in these areas.

comprise a range of systems of different
capabilities and technology vintages. At the 1.2 Major Technical Issues for JBD

present time, the UK inventory includes old At the technical level many major

bespoke military systems coupled with modern problems have been identified that need to be

IT systems having a high commercial off-the- resolved through defence-sponsored research.

shelf (COTS) element. Information superiority Others are better left to the commercial world

requires, amongst other things, that this mix of to resolve. The decision about which issue is in

systems be integrated into an interoperable, which category is itself a critical technical risk!
,seamless' whole. A shortlist of the issues being addressed within

This vision of seamless Defence IT has the UK defence research programme are

spawned several national initiatives that seek grouped under the following headings:

to help achieve it. In the UK this is embodied * Future command concepts and business

in the Joint Battlespace Digitization (JBD) processes

initiative that seeks to provide a wide range of * Human Factors

interoperability benefits that will take UK * Information management

defence well towards the information a Information technology and systems

superiority goal. * Systems Integration

Paper presented at the RTO IST Symposiurn on "New Infonnation Processing Techniques for Military Systems',
held in Istanbul, Turkey, 9-11 October 2000, and published in RIO AIP-049.
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In this short paper it is impossible to concepts. This work however would need
describe all the solutions being pursued within another paper to describe it.
the UK to meet these issues. This paper 3. HUMAN FACTORS
therefore gives more attention to human
factors and to information management than 3.1 Cognitive Dominance
the other topics. There is a degree of euphoria Central to the achievement of information
surrounding new capabilities in information superiority and military objectives is the very
and communications technologies (ICT) and human concept of Cognitive Dominance [5]-
the related, the exploitation of COTS going beyond information dominance to have
developments. It can be easily forgotten that the ability to exploit this superiority. This
command information Systems (CIS) are to concept has the following six aspects:
meet human needs, and that the systemn design People-people
aspects that focus on this are still very poorly interactions

tmderstood, and inadequately applied. First the Innovative and fl • Help people

key issues concerned with user needs are simple processes .. manage decisions

outlined. ( (OGN\i IK\

2. USER NEEDS Capturing and People interacting

2.1 Comment sharing within their
information information space

It is a half-truism that the in-theatre user Information organisation

lacks the vision to see the technological and assimilation
possibilities of the future, and the visionary Figure 1 - The six aspects of the concept of

lacks the experience of real users to provide Cognitive Dominance

what is really needed. This belies the real ICT (i.e. digitization) is a key enabler of
situation whereby with careful liaison between cognitive dominance, but in realising it a
these groups a reasonable prediction of needs balanced organisational change process is
can be attempted. For success, users' needed. As Figure 2 shows, technology is but
aspirations and technological possibilities need one of four forces of change that the Joint
to be aligned, but the chain of dependencies is Battlespace Digitization (JBD) initiative aims
not well understood. The issues are to bring into dynamic stability [6].
understanding:
"* distributed operations A BALANCED CHANG PROCESS
"* the needs for 'synchronysity' (naking the

"right actions occur at the right place and STRATEGY ISTRUCTURE
the right time over a very distributed
network of decision makers and

organisations)
"* satisfying manourvist warfare principles.

Current design techniques are based on
workshop methods (story boarding and ad hoc TA

diagrammatic representations, that often retain
a strong degree of ambiguity). What Figure 2 - The four forces the JBD change

technologies exist to help us here? There are a process needs to balance

range of soft-system methodologies prescribed Important human factors issues permeate all
for the better definition and elucidation of such four forces. These are discussed below
issues [2], [3], [4]. DERA has invested according to the schema in Figure 2; Figure 3
substantially in high level information flow indicates the scope of each of theses forces, as
models to represent the information exchange discussed below and shows how they inter-
behaviours of emergent new social structures relate.
of command that are consequences of the
changes in both technology and in warfare
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Figure 3 - JBD - A view of the inter-relationships between the four forces
Reduce command overload: This is best3.2 Strategy achieved by reducing the amount of cognitive

In essence the aim of JBD is to enhance processing required and the number of
perception and situational awareness (i.e. lift activities an individual has to attend to.
'fog') and increase action options (reduce Measures include presenting information in an

'friction'), thus allowing commnand to cycle integrated fashion, simplifying processes (e.g.
more quickly (i.e. better decisions and tempo). reducing the number of manual steps), and

This leads to the desired force agility and having standard operating procedures and
flexibility. If however, as is highly likely, 'fog' doctrine for dealing with a situation or issue.
and 'friction' are still key problems of future Often we cannot tell in advance what
military command, we should expect the information may prove to be highly pertinent,
emphasis to shift to the qualities of the so that staff and commanders must operate in
commander, in particular to his cognitive surveillance mode, scanning and sifting for
abilities. Such commanders must be able to useful items. To some extent this dilemma can

synthesise information from a great variety and be addressed through collaboration among
number of sources (e.g. political and military), commanders and staff or through
particularly in complex diplomatic-military organisational procedures and systems.
operations in a multi-national context, to Intelligent systems that are able to highlight
achieve a true sense of what is going on. changes and key factors will also help here.

Related to the above JBD aim from a Facilitate collaborative working: Joint
human factors perspective, the three key and Multinational operations demand effective
benefit areas of investment in JBD are that it tcamwork towards sharcd military objcctivcs.
should [7]: Thc kcy issue herc is providing support to
* reduce command overload, those activities related to communication, co-

R facilitate collaborative working, and ordination and the development of shared
h improve situational awareness. understanding within a team, including both

These are part of the JBD User Needs at distributed and ad hoc teams. Technological
the level of strategy (see Figure 3). In support for such teams is currently immature.
"combination these three benefits contribute to Recent improvements of the understanding of
"the achievement of all six aspects of cognitive team processes and teamwork challenges

dominance, that should lead to better decision encountered by military personnel operating in
making and operational tempo, and unity of distributed and ad hoc teams can be used to
effort. Some of the command level problems highlight technological design imperatives for
induced by technology are outline later. computer-supported collaborative working.
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Forms of data fusion support are required that therefore create the environment in which
are more in tune with the socio-cognitive people will share information. The speed and
processes by which humans collectively extent to which organisations may move in this
integrate information, and the fundamentals of direction is constrained by their current
military practice. structures, process, skills and expertise, and

Improve situational awareness: This has their investment in existing (legacy)
three components of equal importance: the information systems. However, the greatest
ability to understand how a situation has inhibitor may be the legacy organisational
developed: the ability to comprehend the culture and practices.
current situation; and the ability to predict how Organisational structures are affected by
the situation might develop. What is important the changes in the way work is done as a result
is having the right information and cues at the of ICT developments - for example, new
right time. From an information presentation specialists, fewer unskilled and semi-skilled
perspective, use of tactical picture agents for employees. There is a need to define and
monitoring and alerting as part of the strategy delineate the new roles and responsibilities
for the management of operator attention can within a digitized organisation, taking into
help. account recruitment and retention problems.
3.3 Structure Clearly, organisational re-structuring should beThe new missions in the changing aligned with doctrine, and tools, techniques

operational environment, together with and procedures. A use-centred philosophy

digitization technology make ad hoc 'teams' should be employed where the emphasis is on

more attractive as a way to get jobs done - the simplifying the processes, and using

challenge is to facilitate effective teamwork in technology to support skilled staff to enhance

such ad hoc situations. Flatter command their productivity [9].

structures to maximise agility and force 3.4 Technology Implications from HF
flexibility enabled by the information age and JBD architecture fron an HF
are seen as inevitable. Driven by these.aresee asineitale.Drien y tese perspective: The JBD informlation architecture
pressures, it is not surprising that the armed pese es T cBD imation arheuencompasses a cognitive dimension as an
forces should consider more loosely-based overarching top layer. This is because at the
federations of functions to perform a mission cognitive level individual and group
in a self-synchronous way; noting that perceptions provide understanding and they
organisational and team loyalty are still influence decisions and people. Furthermore,
important to the bonding process and team meaning is often extracted by the humans from
resilience. Future CIS structures may therefore information outside of, and ahead of, the
be loose aggregations of autonomous units supporting information system. Information
rather than rigid hierarchies, since the CIS management is therefore not merely a question
organisation requirement depends on the ratio of computer systems and information and
between CIS speed and battle speed. As noted communication technologies. The following
in [8] "the more fluid the circumstances, thelowe th decsio levl souldbe et"four inherent limitations and shortcomings of

lower ithdisation alelowsh d htegeti ocomputer-based information systems further
Digitization allows integration of ilutaehspon[1]

organisational functions at all levels, both There is a l g m t k

within and between organisations. In order to informaio a kn t is not

achieve this, management must effect changes captured by or represented in these

in organisational strategy, structure, processes capured by for matin tese

and culture (possibly only at the artefact and computer-based information systems.
* Important but unpredictable or anomalous

attitude level rather than at a deeper social

level). Information and communications organisational processes are unlikely to be
supported by a computer-based

technologies (ICTs) have implications for the infortio sys tem.

boundaries of the organisation, and the ability

of managers to control the flow of information.
If information is power, people are likely to be
reluctant to give it away. Management must
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"* Current ICT systems only present to the to new tasks (such as management of
decision-maker that information that has information) and responsibilities (such as data
been identified as being of value by the ownership, access and control of data).
designers and procurers of the system. Adaptation behaviours also give rise to
They are unlikely to have thought of every systems being used differently from that
eventuality and circumstance, anticipated.

"* Information gathered by current ICT There is still a huge amount to understand
systems is historical - they have little about the relative overall costs of handling
predictive capability, information in different ways, and the ease or
The focus of information management difficulty of ensuring up-to-date and accurate

should be on management processes and information under different arrangements.
organisational implications. The emphasis of These questions arc inextricably bound up with
technology considerations should therefore be the crucial people issues of motivation, job
on the use to which technology is put in design and staff dcvelopment.
organisations. A use-centred information Command Problems exacerbated by
management considers the ways that managers technology: There are three potential
and staff actually use information to drive the command problems that may be potworse
development of computer-based information commad p roble S ta ma w
systems, rather than imposing some idealised by inadequate future CIS [11]:Cognitive overload: Future digitized
or normative technical solution on the people combat threatens to stretch commanders'
in the organisation [10]. cognitive resources much more than before,

Commun ications systems design must while still being just as stressful physically and
remember that communications between emotionally. Cognition capacity can be
people is naturally a human process, where: enhanced through appropriate method of
"* The message itself is not necessarily presentation of information and by the

unproblematic - the sender may be experience and training of the individual who
straggling to express it precisely.s The context is very important as other is trying to encode the information. Future CIS"interfaces should present information in an
messages may be competing for attention.* Te epecatonsor ercptonsof heappropriatcly aggrcgatcd and individually"• The expectations or perceptions of the configurablc manner to commanders. A furtherrecipient can generate particular risk is 'information pursuit' - the more readily
interpretations, assimilable information that is provided the

"• Likewise, the medium used to convey amessge cn afectpereptins.more the commander may' pursue additionalmessage can affect perceptions. information, often to the detriment of the
"• Non-verbal elements are very important in operation.

human communications,.prain Over-controllinig command stvle: In
Organisations cannot function without collective training, due to increased

managing their information processes availability of information through digitization,
effectively. Within the organisation, unit commanders have repeatedly been
knowledge is within the heads of the o -controlling command
workforce, is embedded in tools and machines, style. As a c oneq

style. As a consequence junior commanders'
as well as being captured and represented in initiative is stifled and the decision cycle is
organisational processes and heuristics. slowed due to unnecessary upward referral of

The ability to learn is crucial, so that lowed d ecessa upward referlow-level decisions. If from the senior
information processes have to be dynamic. commander's perspective 'perfect control' is
Information proccssing rcquircmcnts should bceomne' esetve'efc oto'idcrivcd from CIS requirements on critical possible, it may lead to micro-management
iormtioed s team ISrequirentecractiol that overall will have a negative effect oninformation needs, team interaction

requirements, display and software design performance.

imp , physical configuration of Big-picture blindness: Not only does this
imperatives, physion coratoon e f mean that a commander focused on detail will
command post, decision support tools etc. be more likely to miss the big picture, it may

Automation of task and data management as enta i ehdo oigt
has a strong impact on human behaviour and also mean that his method of coming to a
hask roeguirempacts. Automaon h an b iehv ior adecision is altered by digitization. Although
task requirements. Automation often gives rise under normal circumstances the brain manages
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to integrate the parallel functions of its two 3.5 Exploitation of cognitive science and
hemispheres (on detailed and global technology
processing) to produce coherent behaviour, Recent advances in understanding of the
systems could be designed and used to reduce mechanisms of cognition offer opportunities
the risk of big-picture blindness.Tecnoogypifals umary Mny for developing more effective military

Technology pitffalls summary: Many processes and systems. A satisfactory model of
attempts to support the command process with y yhow humnans separate and integrate
technology fail because the design of the latter

isinformation can be used in the design and

making paradigm [12]. The design of decision development of all systems in which the
operator applies cognitive effort. Through an

support systems should be based upon an understanding of how sequences of events are
understanding of how pgl actually make udrtnigo o eune feet r
ndecrstanding oftho rea nctnorld actu ally maseparated and integrated by the brain into a

dccisions in the rcal uncertain world, and also 'cognitive stream', guidelines for the
upon what thcy nccd to do to makc thcsc grsntto gfmlimdlsucso
decisions. There is a need to ensure that presentation of multi-modal sources of
systems provide information in a manner that Cognitive design for human-computer
is cognitively compatible with the user's interface (HCI) is concerned with the
mental model and decision strategies. presentation of information in a manner that
Common problems wvith inappropriate converts potential cognitive tasks into
technological support for command have been perceptual tasks. This is a critical issue

underling the design of HCI for use in"* User frustration at feeling tethered to situations of high workload. Visual and
workstations.w Digitalmapping used in parallelwiththe perceptual tasks can require little or no"pDigital smappingusted iaralel h the apparent cognitive effort. Thus for an HCI that
paper systems they are supposed to is used frequently, in a time pressured
r Automated position plotting on digital situation, a simple saving in one element of a"maps reducing user engagement and thus displa ay reduce significantly the user's

overall cognitive burden. This leaves more
situational awareness. effort available for dealing with (i.e. thinking

"• Teams having difficulty in brainstorming about) uncertainty and risk in decision making.
around a digital support system. Beyond information presentation is the

"• Teams having difficulty in using digital possibility of using real-time adaptive
maps for situation and mission briefings, automation and adaptive decision aiding [13].

"* Lack of system transparency, i.e. lack of These use inter alia cognitive control theory to
understanding of where digital consider the effects of time pressure and
information comes from, how it has been unicertainty on decision making. The aim is to
integrated and how it has changed over enable the decision-maker to concentrate
time. This can thus reduce understanding cognitive capabilities on the important aspects
about how the situation has evolved, and (i.e dealing with uncertainty) whilst off-
lead to surprise, loading routine activities to automation (i.e.

"* Individuals spend their time 'driving'aleitn tmepsur)Thslow tesystems, including information pursuit, alleviating time pressure). This allows the
systemsignificantlu reding s inf tion pdecision-maker to remain in a feed-forward
that significantly reduces the time loop whilst feedback can be automated using
availblemfor thinkar ing andita g adecision aiding. The main features of such a
problems they are dealing with.

Systems that are difficult to use will not be tasking interface are:
• a shared mental model between man and

used widely, particularly under combat stress. machine;
This leads to longer terms problems of mcieThislaeadyskto llonger terms poblms- o the ability to track goals, plans and tasks;
complacency, skills decay and job dis-an

satisfaction. abu
a the ability to communicate intent.
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Use-centred design as the way ahead: cognitive, such as skills fade with the need for
Two fundamental observations can been made amelioration (e.g. through training), whilst
concerning the development of technological other effects will be emotional, such as change
support systems to-date [8]: in the levels of trust and system dependency.
"* Much of the technology that has been, and There will be a requirement for changes

is being developed, for supporting joint in skills and knowledge across the entire armed
and strategic command comes from a forces. This will be in part due to the use of
technology 'push'. Consequently, the new technology, and in part due to the need to
organisation often ends up being 'fitted' conduct command decision making in new
around the technology rather than the ways (including liaison with political, non-
organisation establishing and defining its government, and other nations' groups). In
technology requirements. addition to these higher level changes, indirect

"* The design process for the production of skill requirement may take the form of critical
technological support systems rarely takes thinking and meta-cognition skills,
proper account of the critical human reversionary mode skills, and alternative staff
factors identified in this paper. management skills. One of the most commonly
The solution to these two problems is cited reasons underlying failures of technology

easily summarised, but more difficult to when introduced into military organisations is
provide in prescriptive form: inadequate training, which results in delayed or
"• Develop the support technology from a reduced uptake and exploitation of technology.

holistic perspective. In other words, There seems to be an assumption that we
understand the nature, values and goals of will need to recruit and retain more IT
the whole organisation; the key tasks that specialists as systems managers of the new
it undertakes; the relationship between digitized command, control, communications,
technological and human function and information systems. However, there are
allocation. This can be used as a basis for doubts that sufficient numbers of people will
driving technological development. be available, and, if available, whether they

"* Adopt design approaches that are 'use- will be easy to retain. Fortunately, there is an
centred'. If appropriate, use specialised alternative approach: as a matter of design
methods to understand the nature of all the principle, make the systems so simple to use
tasks that the humans undertake (including and maintain, or support them with intelligent
cognitive tasks) and provide this aiding systems, that the need for true IT
understanding as an input into the more specialists is correspondingly small. This has
traditional constructs managed by other two advantages: first, the requirement for
systems analysis methods. For success, it specialists would be more likely to be tailored
is imperative to exploit the synergies to the very small potential supply; second, the
arising from the convergence of systems would be more usable by individuals
information science, business science and and groups who are short of sleep, hungry,
cognitive psychology in the context of thirsty, frightened, and angry in short, who
JBD. are experiencing combat stress.
Empirical studies are essential to validate Finally, a major challenge for

conclusions on technology design and use, e.g. management will be to lead their organisations
on organisational and physical design of HQs. through the transformation necessary to
Such designs should be based on meeting the prosper in the globally competitive
requirements of the command function, e.g. environment. When the issue at hand is
physical layout, allocation of function organisational transformation, enabled by
including adaptive automation, distributed and technology, it appears particularly important to
ad hoc team working etc. invest sufficient time and effort in getting the

3.6 Management organisation to understand where it is going
and why. The people issues are critical in the

In parallel with the developments in transformation process. One root cause for the
strategy, structure and technology, there is a reported lack of impact of ICT on the
need to develop cultural acceptance and user improved performance of commercial
confidence. This is concerned with the way organisations is an organisation's
individuals, teams and organisations adapt to unwillingness to invest heavily and early
system changes. Some effects will be enough in human resources. The armed forces
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must therefore learn this lesson and invest in information to those who need it in an
new skills, in psychological ownership of the integrated, timely and expedient way, taking
change process, and in a safety net under the full account of the HCI issues outlined in
employee so that there is no fear of taking section 3.
prudent risks. These investments are required 4.3 An IM Model
throughout the defence organisation as
management itself is part of the required An IM model for examining information
change. management is:

4 a society of agents, who have some degree
of common culture (agents may be men or

4.1 IM Definition machines)
0 a repository of information (static and

The need to meet the HF aspects in new dynamic, created, deleted, growing and
systems design and operation has its decaying)
counterpart in the definition of, and * a set of goals (also static and dynamic).
management of, information. With the creation
of distributed operational staffs, powerful The achievement of these goals is
communications and powerful IT have facilitated by information agents having the
highlighted our poor ability to manage the vast right information at the right time in the right
amounts of information to which we have place, and in the right form. This is of course

amant idea osinmaio man diffcul wetins hav
access,. Much of this information is stored in a an ideal posing many difficult questions. IM

needs to act at three levels:variety of formats, and with little consistency 1e. Semantic
in terms of structure of storage, time stamping, Contic
formatting. presentation, precision and - Context correlations
communications form. - Domains (whose members

The definition of IM is a source of collectively invent sub-languages)

argument, but the following covers the scope 2. Applications

addressed by this paper: 3. Communications/networking

Information Management is the control
(creation, direction, filtering, presentation This is shown in Figure 4. The diagram is

and deletion) of injbrmation between users in explained from lower to the upper levels.

all defined domains at all communications,
middleware and semantic levels (as defined IMprocesscs Information 1a ers

below). cnt--It .. e
To be fully effective it is easily shown Lecher/analyser....... a r

that management at each of these three levels eMiddlewar haye

is needed, and that there must be strong
management interactions between these levels. . Communications layer

management

4.2 The IM Problem
The IM problem is simply that the wide Figure 4 Layered model of IM

variety of national CIS systems (land, sea, air,
joint and coalition), in a JBD environment Communications layer management
must inter-operate to varying degrees. Not only (CLM) can monitor who is communicating
are these CIS constructed to represent data in with whom, and at what rates, can note fault
ways matched to the specific 'sub-cultLre' of conditions, and can detect unusual traffic
their users, the technical solutions are also patterns, security violations etc., and control
widely different. Database schemas and their the parameters of the communications
update and configuration control regimes and network. Communications management must
HCI vary. Furthermore the systems cover a interact with middleware management.
range of procurement periods, ranging from Middleware layer management (MLM)
full legacy to modern systems using a wider can monitor and control applications
range of concepts and technologies to provide interactions, who is using what applications,
information to CIS users. IM is essential to with whom, what types of file are being
manage and distribute such diversity of interchanged. It can assign and administer
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priorities, and control other middleware * Communications set up
functions such as data caching. MLM can * Transfer of data
effectively implement load-balancing between * Communications clear down
information and communications levels, * Duplex/half duplex/simplex
referred to here as 'trading'. MLM can also * Duration
detect anomalous behaviours. * Quality of Service (QoS).

Semantic layer management (SLM) is
the control and monitoring of all theTh moe alo rpent tecommunications process in a layered sense,
information interactions (deriving from the with the higher layers being more abstract, the
meaning and intentionality) of the society of lower ones more physical. The ISO model of
agents who seek to meet that society's goals. agent interaction (i.e. the instance of
The SLM must interact with the MLM. This agenination is e. thenta nc of
level of information management is concerned communication) is a fundamental element for a
fundamentally with the range of human factors society of interacting agents.issues described in section 3. Communications M•anagement: In a

Management at each of these different given network the various data flows between
users compete for the available

levels contributes to the management of c
information. Some are better understood than communications resoare n a be,

others. The integration of the layer specific communications may be delayed or

interchanges, and other more sophisticated destroyed. Communications protocolshave in-

interactions have not been extensively studied. built protective mechanisms to control

4.4 The Problem with IM Models congestion, most of which involve the loss of

The problem with this IM, and similar information. The criteria for optimising the
flows of information are based on various

schemes, is that the development of IM into a

fully inter-working schema is seen as a long- definitions of data exchanges, e.g.: 2
term task, requiring the solution of some hard Continuous bit rate [hard real

* Variable bit rate
problems. Some of the tools from the COTS

* Available bit rate.
world are oF benefit in implementing IM,

notably agent technologies, object schema Protocols exist for establishing reserved

such as CORBA and advanced mark-up paths through networks, but these are not

languages such as XML. The work needed to usually an efficient means of using

develop and embed such schemes across a communications resource. The key routes to

wide and diverse range of CIS is nonetheless a managing communications resources include:

major undertaking. 0 Circuit switching

In the following sections the three layers 0 Packetisation

are described further, working form the lowest 0 Dynamic routing

layer to the highest. This is in order of 0 Store & forward

increasing difficulty * Data shedding (throwing data away)
: Priority and Pre-emption (P&P)

4.5 Communications Layer mechanisms.

Instance of Communications: It is Priority and Pre-emption: P&P requires

fundamental that a society of agents can only the user to determine the priority of a message

be a society by the cohesive process of (i.e. instance of communication), and the

communication. The International network to then adjust the bandwidth and the

Organisation for Standards' (ISO) open queuing order according to rules based on

systems interconnection (OSI) 7-layer these priorities. There are many incipient

reference model, defines all communications problems with such priority schemes

around the concept of an instance of including:

communication. Each instance of
communication is described by a set of basic
features [14]:
"* Sender (identified by an address)
"* Receiver (identified by an address) 1Bandwidth, switching capacity, QoS provision,

notably time critical delivery, and error
characteristics.
2 Definitions have been developed by ISO for Time
Critical Applications (TCA's)
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* What is the QoS of each prioritised somewhere, but does not itself need to 'know'
communication? what that information definition is. Thus:

* How large is each communication (how 0 QoS must be defined
does this impact on its allowable priority)? 0 Priority labels need to be defined in terms

Commercial products and protocols exist for of some functional range (e.g.
most of these processes, and all aspects are routine/urgent/flash)
subject to continuing development. 0 Data flows over the whole network can be

The issues raised by implementing P&P minimised by using file caching strategies,
in networks has important implications on the related to information exchange needs.
middleware layer. P&P is of particular interest These strategies must be formulated.
for military networks because the concept is 0 The models of information exchange are
long standing, has been implemented in some logically similar to the connection
military communications networks, and is still oriented communications definitions, that
a requirement. This is discussed further in the are based on the concept of an instance of
Middleware Layer section, 4.6. communication.

Network management status: Network All of these ideas are discussed here
Management (NM) concepts and technology under the heading of 'middleware'. It is
are relatively well developed, and are generally accepted that some readers may feel a
effective, provided the overall mission needs particular middleware topic is really a
are well understood and mapped into a sound communications, or semantic layer issue.
network management strategy. Standards and Quality of Service (QoS): The various
related protocols are available from ISO, ITU, parameters defining QoS must be related to the
and IETF, the Telecommunications users' needs. These can be defined in semantic
management forum (MTForumn) and there are terms, then middleware terms and finally in
many useful products UK work is communications QoS terms, in a way that is
concentrating on developing a concept of technically meaningful to communications
operations for network management. The civil systems designers and service providers. An
concept of NM is focused on service delivery, issue that has received little attention is the
service growth, and revenue and market extent to which users are prepared to negotiate
capture. Accordingly the development of QoS when the communications or middleware
public domain process models (e.g. within the layers cannot provide the QoS requested.
TMF) is focused on these objectives. The Assigning Priority labels: Across a
military users must accept that these are not community of users each 'instance of
their objectives, and accordingly these need communication' needs to have some priority
different process models. The implication is label attached to it. The rules for attaching
that the military must develop the required such labels will depend upon organisational
models themselves, factors such as:

Interoperation with the MLM; Inter- 0 Seniority of the person using the priority
operation requires that values of priority label
labels, and of QoS, are available from the • Significance of the role of the agent
middleware layer, and that status messages undertaking some task.
from the network are communicated to the Note that these are cultural parameters of
middleware layer. More sophisticated the society of agents (e.g. what context
interchanges may also be needed, as discussed determines a Flash priority, and what service
Aurther in below, does the user expect Flash to imply?).
4.6 Middleware Assigning priorities must itself be a process

that is also assigned, i.e. individuals will be
Middleware Layer - scope: The term given the right to assign priorities. These rights
middleware is used here to indicate processes may, from time to time, be changed, revoked,
above the level of communications, and below issued etc. and be further subject to restrictions
the level of information comprehension and based on any of subject, file-type, file-size,
use (i.e. the semantic layer); see Figure 4. and classification.
Many of the middleware operations and The assignment of priorities does not
concepts assume information need is defined necessarily result in a more equitable data flow
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through a communications network. It is wishing to send information to other users.
generally true that provided only a small What these schemes do not usually have (in
proportion of the total data within a network is any depth) is interaction with the
allowed high level P&P labels, an overall gain communications network (or its management
is made in communications efficiency. system) nor with other servers on the network.

It is fundamental that a good P&P Commercial bandwidth managers for IP
scheme, in which priorities are assigned at the (internet protocol) networks do include, in
user middleware level, includes interaction some cases, the ability for different bandwidth
with both the communications network, to managers to communicate, and perform some
establish a balance between what can be degree of overall network load balancing.
communicated, and the semantic level, to Given that the various QoS schemes,
accommodate what the set of all users wish to prioritisation labelling schemes and the
communicate. information exchange requirements (IERs) and

network topology and capacity are defined,
Data flow monitoring and caching: By information management, at the levels of
observing data flow, not just at the level of bits communications and middleware, can be
or packets, but in terms of higher level entities established by analysis and optimisation
such as files, or logical documents, substantial modelling.
savings in data flow can be achieved by data
caching. The classic example is web browsing, 4.7 Semantic/Middleware Layer Boundary
where local servers can hold frequently called
pages and save significantly on the demands Instance of information exchange: Just
on the wide-area communications. With such as communications can be described in terms
schemes servers need only be sent updates of of an instance of communications, so we can
such pages. also extend the concept to an instance of

Balancing Mechanisms at the information exchange. This requires a
Middleware/Communications Layer minimum of two intelligent agents, a common
Boundary: These are needed when there is context for information exchange, a process for
some mismatch between agents needs, exchange and a communications channel. The
normally achieved by some feedback idea is illustrated in Figure 5.
mechanism. In the case of the
middleware/communications layer boundary,

data sources need information on network nteligt.......... Inatance of
loading/congestion. For example P&P is in information exchange

effect assigning a crude value-measure to
messages, by setting a high value on the
delivery of high priority messages. It is clear middleware .. dstan ece of midd...
that for a JBD society, rich in information, a data exchange
simple priority system is not sufficient,
because it does not guarantee delivery QoS, Instance of
nor do all message interchanges have similar
QoS needs, e.g.:
"* What defines satisfactory delivery? Figure 5 'Instance of Exchange' model

(milliseconds, seconds 10's minutes, 1 There are various social and motivational
hour etc.) models of information exchange:

"* What is the influence of message size? m Pull (I need to know abouteX)
(short ADAP-P3 message; digital image * Push (I deem it appropriate for you to be
etc.). informed of Y)

These differing criteria must have effects on informed of Y)

the overall P&P process and they need to be -Agent to agent/agent to object
taken into account in any IM schema.broadcast)

t intoaccun ianMschemesforpriorita. io- Acknowledged/non acknowledged.
Middleware schemes for prioritisation The implications of information exchange are

can allow each independent server to provide varied and may be merely informative; more

arbitration between users' needs and vre n a emrl nomtv;mr
arbmunitations between ity, usrs ne ss agenerally information exchange is a mediating
communications capability, for all users
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process in inter-agent activity to achieve to pursue a variety of interface options;
common understanding and fulfil common CORBA object wrapping, the use of interface
goals. These models of push and pull are description language (IDL), and HTML
further elaborated in [15]. interfaces (web pages) and examination of

more powerful schemas based on semantic

5. SYSTEM INTEGRATION labelling concepts, using XML.
Systems and Network Management: It is

5.1 Introduction now widely recognized that unless a SoS is in

Integrating the design results from HF, some sense manageable as a complete whole,

IM, interoperability, management, security and then control of the system is likely to be lost in

vulnerability is an immature engineering adverse or complex circumstances. This is

process. This process must also recognise that being pursued by invoking a wide range of

we are now building what should be regarded management capabilities in new systems, and

as 'living' systems, with rapidly changing by specific development of inter-system

users and user needs, different sociological management interfaces. Although longer-term

models of how they are used, as well as the systems using agent based distributed

more obvious dynamics in their topologies of management are attractive, they are unlikely to

their use, placement and communications. This find application in military systems for some

new dynamics of systems use, and systems time, because of a lack of standards for these

acquisition and through use support is posing applications and security concerns. Whilst self-

many questions that in the demanding healing and self-adaptive systems are of course

environment of the military have not yet been attractive, especially if a SoS becomes so large

properly answered, that its overall complexity is not within the
conceptual grasp of a management function,

5.2 Keys to the future the implications for denial of service and other
Architecture: It has long been the belief security weaknesses demand much more

of systems developers, designers and those research.
developing long term requirements that any Security and Vulnerability: Security and
future system must be built according to well vulnerability over a SoS poses many problems,
understood and widely agreed architectural notably the use of differing system security
principles. Unfortunately at the higher levels of policies, different cryptographic and related
abstraction, systems are what are technically boundary protection devices, different schemas
called 'soft'. They are not amenable to strong, for their management (placement, local and
or hard theorising. For JBD we are nonetheless remote control, key management etc). This
developing a technical architecture, that is problem is difficult enough within a single
intended to inform both acquisition and nation, but when coalition interoperability is
commercial developers of military systems. needed the difficulties are far greater.
The need here is for a System of Systems Difficulties arise due to the absence of
(SoS) architecture, and for its communications common agreement on the architecture,
needs a network of networks (NoN). Such an processes, and the function and performance of
architecture must also provide the ability to boundary devices from different nations.
inter-work with national legacy systems and As a SoS, or a NoN, is expanded,
coalition systems. increasing difficulties occur in management, in

Interoperability: A useful approach guaranteeing its security, and in both
towards understanding interoperability is to controlling and meeting the needs of the
evaluate interoperability matrices that relate increasingly diverse community of users. The
different interactions between users, and then result is that vulnerabilities and shortfalls
to quantify these interactions, in terms of need, present in each system may become manifest
service description, and finally in terms of the over much wider domains and be easier for
protocol and physical interface needs. This can adversaries to exploit. The interfacing
be undertaken in both a technical and a cost- mechanisms themselves may also admit new
effectiveness sense. Major problems are that vulnerabilities. These problems are an
HF and IM are not mature, and the need to important part of the technology challenge for
inter-work with legacy systems. The policy new C2 systems.
being advocated for legacy systems is to
interface to a civil standard in the case of
communications. For software the approach is
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6. CONCLUSIONS 8. Moffat, J and Prins, G., "A revolution in
amilitar thinking? - issues from the 1999

The provision of an integrated, readilyDE Senior Seminars', July 2000,protected CIS infrastructure that can provide a Journal of Defence Science, Vol. 5, No. 3.
wide range of resilient services worldwide is
far from straightforward. 9. Hamid, S., 'Digitization - Human

The ready availability of a wide range of Sciences Research Strategy and Co-

low-cost and powerful COTS products ordination Mechanism ', March 2000,
provides the apparent ability to build large unpublished DERA paper

powerful complex CIS. However our poor 10. Davenport, T. H., 'Saving IT's soul:
understanding of the human-machine inter- human-centred information management',
relationship, and the need to include human March 1994, Harvard Business Review,
factors in a far more powerful way than is pp 119-131.
currently the case, remain substantial risks to 11. Rooney, D., 'Mission Command and
the ambition of truly joint, truly seamless, and Battlefield Digitization', March 1998,
truly effective coalition command and control, unpublished DERA paper.

The provision of JBD, including coalition 12. Henderson, S.,'Shared Situational
interoperation, requires not just technical Awareness in PJIJQ Teams" May 1999,
solutions, but different management and unpublished DERA paper.
procurement processes for its success. These
are sociological issues of system-building, that 13. Bonner, M., Taylor, R., Fletcher, K. and
are every bit as critical as the technical aspects. Miller, C.. 'Adaptive Automation and

We are now developing a more effective Decision Aiding in the Military Fast Jet

socio-technical systems-integration capability, Domain', unpublished DERA paper..

that is bringing together the ideas of human 14. Black, U., OSI: A Modelfior Computer
information sharing and use, its control and Communications Standards, Prentice Hall,
communication by machines, and the man - 1990.
machine relationship. 15. Davenport, T.H., Information Ecology:
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